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Sustainability of International University Cooperation

Tool for Applicants and Project Managers

• Applicants
  Advice on effective planning of the sustainability of their project

• Project Managers
  Advice to gauge + ensure the sustainability of their project during implementation
Sustainability of International University Cooperation

…..if you have more time…..

• **Final Report** (2006)
  Methodology + Sustainability Check List!

• **Case Studies** (2006)
  10 critical analyses of real projects with their successes and failures
Sustainability of International University Cooperation

TOP Handbook “Sustainability through Dissemination” (1997)

• Stakeholders and target users
• Strengths and weakness analysis
• Options
• How to embed in other initiatives
• Future Scenarios
University – Labour Market Cooperation

“Linking the Worlds of Work and Education” (2007)

• Misunderstandings

• Concepts and factors of cooperation + Success stories!

• Situation of Tempus partner countries

• Recommendations
University – Labour Market Cooperation

TOP Handbook “University-Enterprise cooperation” (1997)
Tool for University Managers

- Failure and success potential
- Policy and planning
- Mission and markets
- Leadership and managing change
- Quality management
University Management

Analysis for University Managers

• Failure and success potential
• Policy and planning
• Mission and markets
• Leadership and managing change
• Quality management
Tempus Impact Studies

Seven different Teams covering seven regions:

(1) Russian Federation
(2) Western NIS
(3) Caucasus
(4) Central Asia
(5) Maghreb
(6) Mashrek
(7) Western Balkans
Up to you to know more!

Download everything at
http://ec.europa.eu/tempus